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The continuous drop of the peso is testament to this. After interest rate hikes in May and June 0. Third, we can
also look at credit growth. This results in a drop in savings rates and available funds that would otherwise be
used for investments, making the economy less productive. Problem is that both are deteriorating. August
inflation set a nine-year record at 6. Figure 2. But we cannot maximize development because of poor
governance. The high cost of money will inevitably be passed on to the consumer through higher prices. In
electronics, there is now a generation of integrated circuits and semiconductors. GIR is the amount of foreign
currency deposits, bonds, gold and special drawing rights held by a country. Actual GDP gross domestic
product measures the value of all final goods and services produced in an economy in a given period of time.
How can we know that? Is the Philippine economy really overheating? OFW remittances, income from the
IT-BPO and tourism as well as foreign direct investments are no longer enough to cover our forex
expenditures. Essay Topic: Economics Sorry, but copying text is forbidden on this website! This is not to say
that the Philippines did not improve. Overall, GDP growth in was higher than the a 5. Habito is the
development of Clark Airport Tourism. Experts suggested that the Philippines can be competitive in
agro-industrial products, shipbuilding, household appliances, and chemicals, among others. This, to me, is
stronger evidence of overheating. When you hear negative comments about the Philippine economy, please
remember: There is more to the story than the headlines. Figure 4. Progress on infrastructure would also show
that the Philippines can overcome political fights that include open spats between Duterte and his detractors in
Congress or the mass media, economists believe. This resulted in successive price increases in transport and
logistics, electricity, food and beverages, clothing, housing, education and health care. It also breeds business
uncertainty. Quest for investors But the lack of capital investment weighs particularly hard on economic
policymakers this year. We believed that our investments here in the country are not optimized due to these
flaws and self-serving government operatives. Masigan is an economist TAGS. From 5. Some are critical, like
the Marawi rebellion; others are merely annoying, like the fact that when school starts, so does the rainy
season. Get Essay But as time goes by, the promises of the government were not fulfilled. Prices and wages
also tend to decline.


